With the advent of solid-state storage systems, NAND flash memories are becoming a key storage technology. However, they suffer from serious reliability and endurance issues during the operating lifetime that can be handled by the use of appropriate error correction codes (ECCs) in order to reconstruct the information when needed. Adaptable ECCs may provide the flexibility to avoid worst-case reliability design, thus leading to improved performance. However, a way to control such adaptable ECCs' strength is required. This article proposes FLARES, an algorithm able to adapt the ECC correction capability of each page of a flash based on a flash RBER prediction model and on a measurement of the number of errors detected in a given time window.
INTRODUCTION
Driven by the ever-increasing demand for high-performance data storage, NAND flash memory has become one of the fastest-growing segments in the global semiconductor industry. Developers have successfully scaled NAND flash to sub-20nm technology and moved from the single-level cell (SLC) technology, in which each cell is able to store a single bit of information, to the multilevel cell (MLC) technology, able to store more than 1 bit per cell (e.g., 2 to 4 bits) [Cai et al. 2013a ].
This research has been partly supported by the 7th Framework Program of the European Union through the CLERECO Project, under Grant Agreement 611404 and through the vIrtical project under GA 288574. Authors' addresses: S. Di Carlo, S. Galfano, M. Indaco, and P. Prinetto, Department of Control and Computer Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, I-10129 Torino, Italy; emails: stefano.dicarlo@polito.it; salvatore.galfano@polito.it; marco.indaco@polito.it; paolo.prinetto@polito.it; D. Bertozzi, P. Olivo, and C. Zambelli, Engineering Department, University of Ferrara, Via Saragat 1, I-44122 Ferrara, Italy; emails: davide.bertozzi@unife.it; piero.olivo@unife.it; cristian.zambelli@unife.it. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org. c 2014 ACM 1544-3566/2014/07-ART26 $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10. 1145/2631919 As NAND flash technology scales down and increases the number of levels per cell, system management algorithms need to face serious issues to maintain product reliability, while continuing to address reduced endurance and demand for increased performance [Li and Quader 2013; Micheloni et al. 2010; Ielmini 2009; Jae-Duk et al. 2002; Mincheol et al. 2009; Cooke 2007] . Designers use error correction code (ECC) to guarantee target reliability levels by providing multiple-bit corrections to stored data [Li and Quader 2013] . If data is deteriorated by aging or read/program disturbs, the ECC can correct the errors and ensure access to error-free data. Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [Reed and Solomon 1960] and Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes [Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri 1960] are well-known solutions used to improve NAND flash reliability. Nevertheless, choosing the ECC correction capability is one of the key design choices in the development of a NAND flash storage system. It implies a tradeoff between reliability and performance. High correction capability guarantees high reliability, but, as a drawback, it introduces larger ECC encoding/decoding latency, information overhead, implementation overhead, and power overhead. A wrong choice may either underestimate or overestimate the required redundancy, with the risk of missing or overkilling the target failure rate and unnecessarily penalizing the memory performance. Moreover, the reliability of a NAND flash is not constant. It continuously decreases with time due to the aging effect caused by program and erase operations on floating gate transistors [Chen 2011 ]. ECCs with programmable correction capability are now widely implemented in the same flash controller to adapt the error rate changes over program and erase cycles. This trend is confirmed by an increased number of publications proposing hardware implementations of adaptable BCH and RS codecs for NAND flash that guarantee low hardware overhead compared to worst-case designs that implement a fixed correction capability [Song et al. 2002; Atieno et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2009; Caramia et al. 2010; Cherukuri 2010; Zambelli et al. 2012; Fabiano et al. 2013] . However, for a realistic application of an adaptable ECC to a NAND flash, a strategy to decide which correction capability to use at runtime is required. This is still an open question that needs to be properly explored.
This article tries to answer this question by proposing FLARES, an algorithm able to predict, at runtime, the optimal correction capability for each page of a NAND flash. FLARES performs predictions based on a combination of data obtained from a NAND flash bit error rate (BER) estimation model and real measurements of the number of errors detected in a given time window. The BER estimation model exploited in FLARES considers the combined effect of program erase cycles and retention time. This represents an important improvement when compared with previous publications that in general consider these two contributions in isolation. This prediction model, combined with the use of real BER data collected at runtime, represents a key instrument to implement an effective ECC adaptation strategy in a real flash controller. FLARES is generic enough to work with several types of ECCs able to provide programmable error correction capability. This includes well-established RS, BCH codes, and lowdensity parity check codes (LDPCs) that are gaining importance for future NAND flash controllers. FLARES only requires that the ECC enables one to program the target correction capability, and that it is able to provide information about the number of errors detected and corrected in a codeword. Without loss of generality, this article considers its application to the adaptable BCH ECC subsystem presented by Zambelli et al. [2012] . FLARES has been first evaluated by a MATLAB R implementation used to validate its accuracy in terms of selection of the most suitable ECC correction capability. Moreover, the FLARES algorithms have been implemented in a real environment by instrumenting the YAFFS 2 (Yet Another Flash File System version 2) file system [yaffs.net 2007] , one of the most-used NAND flash-based file systems. This implementation has been used to perform an extensive simulation campaign based on a set of standard benchmarks that allowed us to clearly evaluate the impact of FLARES on the throughput, power consumption, and write amplification of the NAND flash.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the flash memory wearout model exploited in Section 3 to define the proposed ECC adaptation heuristic. Section 4 introduces the proposed YAFFS 2 implementation, and Section 5 provides results related to the validation and application of the proposed algorithm to a set of benchmarks. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main contributions of the work and concludes the article.
MODELING THE BIT ERROR RATE IN A NAND FLASH MEMORY
The BER of a page (i.e., the fraction of bits that contain incorrect data) is the key factor to quantify the NAND flash reliability and hence to select the ECC correction capability [Mielke et al. 2008] . In this article, we focus on retention errors and program errors caused by cell aging that are the two dominant types of errors in MLC NAND flash . Two values of BER must be considered when characterizing a NAND flash. The raw bit error rate (RBER) is the BER before applying the error correction. The RBER is technology/environment dependent and is not constant; it increases with page aging [Brewer and Gill 2008; Mielke et al. 2008; . The uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER) is instead the BER after the application of the ECC. The UBER is application dependent and sets the target reliability of the storage system. Manufacturers of NAND flash storage systems often report UBER values on their datasheets, in the range of 10 −11 to 10 −16 [Gray and van Ingen 2011] . The definition of UBER is a very useful reliability metric for mass-storage devices because a bit error that damages one file out of many is not equivalent to a functional failure that destroys the drive. UBER is therefore used to specify the data corruption rate that is accepted in the target application [Mielke et al. 2008] .
Considering an ECC with correction capability of p errors, UBER is the probability of having E > p errors in the page divided by the number n of bits in the page [Cooke 2007 ]. Several studies reported that program and retention errors in a page are in general noncorrelated [Yaakobi et al. 2009; Mielke et al. 2008; Micheloni et al. 2008 Micheloni et al. , 2010 Yang et al. 2012; Yaakobi et al. 2012; Tanakamaru et al. 2013] . UBER can therefore be computed according to Equation (1), which considers a binomial distribution of randomly occurred bit errors:
From Equation (1), it is clear that, in order to properly model the NAND flash reliability, it is mandatory to model its RBER. RBER modeling for NAND flash is still a matter of debate since there are multiple approaches to derive a consistent model valid for different NAND technologies. Nevertheless, from an empirical and statistical characterization of several devices [Mielke et al. 2008; Micheloni et al. 2010] , it is possible to infer a set of equations describing the RBER behavior under different memory operating points (i.e., writing, erasing, disturbing, or retaining the data).
In an n-bit MLC NAND flash, the threshold voltage (V th ) of each cell can be programmed to 2 n separate states. Each state corresponds to a nonoverlapping threshold voltage window. Cells programmed to the same n-bit value have their threshold voltages falling into the same window, but their exact threshold voltages could be different. It is therefore possible to identify a V th distribution for each available state. As an example, in a 2-bit MLC memory, each cell can assume 2 2 = 4 separate states and therefore 26:4 S. Di Carlo et al. ) used for discrimination between levels. The erased distribution L0 is affected only by write errors [Micheloni et al. 2010] .
four V th distributions L0-L3 are used (see Figure 1 ). The nonoverlap space between the distributions is called the distribution margin. Four predefined read reference voltages (V R0 -V R3 in Figure 1 ) are used to discriminate between the four possible cell states. These read reference voltages are located in the distribution margins of the threshold voltage distributions. An erase operation sets all cells of a block at level L0. L0 is the starting point for each program operation that moves the threshold voltages of the selected cells to one of the L1-L3 levels. A standard algorithm named incremental step pulse programming (ISPP) is usually exploited to accomplish this operation [Micheloni et al. 2010] . A voltage step of predefined amplitude and duration is applied to the gate of each programmed cell. Afterward, a verify operation takes place. It verifies whether the V th of each cell falls into the target V th distribution. All cells that have reached the desired distribution level are excluded from the following pulses. For the remaining cells, another cycle of ISPP is applied after incrementing the programming voltage. In fact, the V th distributions of the L1-L3 levels significantly deviate from an ideal Gaussian shape. They often cross the distribution read levels (V R0 -V R3 ) and cause bit errors. Therefore, the RBER of an MLC flash memory strictly depends on the shape of the V th distributions associated with the different cell states (see Figure 1) . The upper tail of a distribution is mainly caused by overprogrammed cells and disturbed cells (i.e., unintended program errors), whereas the lower tail is mainly due to charge losses over time (i.e., retention errors). These represent the two main source of errors considered in this article [Mielke et al. 2008] .
A simple NAND flash RBER model has been proposed by Sun et al. [2011] . The RBER of different MLC NAND flash parts from a variety of vendors and different NAND technologies (3x nm, 4x nm, and 5x nm) has been quantified as a function of the number of program/erase cycles. Empirical data have been then curve-fitted by an exponential growth model. The resulting fitting equation takes the following form:
where PE is the instantaneous program/erase count, and A, B, and C are fitting constants computed with a 95% confidence bound least-squares regression. The main benefit of this model lies in its simplicity. However, it has some drawbacks. First, the RBER may be under-/overestimated for low PE values (i.e., at the beginning of the memory lifetime). Second, the flash RBER is not actually independent from the memory operating conditions. Equation (2) does not include any time-related term, introducing an approximation that prevents its usage in real scenarios.
An alternative to the model of Equation (2) is described in JEDEC [2011] . A powerlaw model is adopted to describe the NAND flash error rate as a function of the elapsed time and of the program/erase cycles:
where t ret is the page retention time measured in hours, PE is the instantaneous program/erase cycle count of the page, m is a coefficient whose numerical value is usually between 1 and 2, n is a power-law coefficient for program/erase cycles, RBER wr is the error rate observed at t ret = 0, and B o is a scale factor, which depends on the target technological process. The coefficients m, n, and B o can be derived through curve-fitting of experimental data retrieved from the flash technology under investigation. RBER wr mainly corresponds to errors due to program/erase cycling. The RBER contribution modeled by Equation (3) increases as retention time increases. Moreover, this increment increases with larger program/erase cycles. This models the fact that fresh devices have fewer retention problems, while, in worn-out devices, retention errors increase. Actually, it has been observed that the RBER does not increase monotonically . The retention charge loss shifts back the V th distributions. Therefore, for a short time this phenomenon partially mitigates the distribution upper tail effect ( Figure 1 ) and reduces the RBER. However, after a short time, the retention effects start introducing far more errors than the ones that can be mitigated by the V th distributions' shift and the RBER starts increasing. Therefore, Equation (3) slightly overestimates the retention RBER in fresh devices, representing an acceptable worst-case estimation. The model proposed by Equation (3) has the main drawback that it does not give any provision on how to estimate RBER wr , which represents the RBER at the beginning of the retention time. However, RBER wr can be estimated resorting to the model presented in Equation (2) that takes into account program/erase cycles effects as
The two models can therefore be combined in order to obtain a more precise estimation of the RBER. To summarize, the accurate RBER model exploited in this article, which combines the models presented in Equations (2) and (3) and considers program/erase cycling impact (RBER wr (PE)) along with retention loss effects (RBER rd (PE, t ret )), is represented by the following equation:
In the next section, we present how the aforementioned analytical model can be exploited to dynamically select the proper correction capability for a flash page.
SELECTING THE CORRECTION CAPABILITY FOR A FLASH PAGE
This section introduces the FLARES algorithm. FLARES estimates the best ECC correction capability to apply to a NAND flash page in order to meet the target UBER while maximizing the NAND flash performance. The basic idea beyond FLARES is to estimate the RBER of the flash page resorting to the model introduced in Equation (5), coupled with error rate information collected at runtime. To perform RBER runtime estimation, FLARES requires associating the following information items, denoted as Page runtime PROFile (PPROF), to each page of the NAND flash: -p cur : the correction capability that has been used to encode the content of the page -p next : the correction capability to use at the next page programming to sustain the selected UBER -pecycles: the number of program/erase cycles applied to the page -writestamp: the timestamp of the last program operation, required to compute the page retention time -errc: a counter accumulating the total number of errors detected when reading the page -failc: a counter counting the number of times the ECC decoding fails
The PPROF of each NAND flash page must be constantly updated at runtime. Before presenting FLARES, we therefore present the upPage function reported in Algorithm 1 that introduces the PPROF update strategy. The operation parameter determines the performed memory access (i.e., read or programming).
In case of read operation (rows 2-7, Algorithm 1), the ECC decoder provides the fail flag indicating whether the ECC decoding was successful or not and the number deterr of detected and corrected errors. If the decoding was successful (fail = false), errc is updated adding the detected number of errors (row 3, Algorithm 1). If not, the page failure count failc is incremented (row 5, Algorithm 1). In this case, the decoder is unable to correctly compute the actual number of errors in the page. errc is therefore updated adding a number of errors approximated to the current correction capability (p cur ) plus one error (row 6, Algorithm 1). It is worth remembering here that, in this case, the page must be invalidated. Its content cannot therefore be used anymore. Instead, in case of programming operation (rows 9-10, Algorithm 1), the number of program/erase cycles of the page is incremented (row 9, Algorithm 1) and the page writestamp is generated and saved (row 10, Algorithm 1). The PPROF contains enough information to perform RBER estimation for a NAND flash page according to the model introduced in Equation (5). However, a fixed estimation model such as the one proposed in Equation (5) is unable to take into account error rate variations due to specific runtime and environmental conditions (e.g., temperature stress) that may arise in real applications. As a consequence, the reliability of the flash could be either overestimated or underestimated, with potential risk for the data integrity. To avoid this, we introduce the FLARES estimation algorithm reported in The correction capability p next that must be applied to the page at the next programming operation is computed by observing windows of WSIZE operations. The contribution of the retention time to the RBER of the page is first evaluated. The page retention time is computed as the difference between the current time and the writestamp that has been saved in the PPROF during the last write operation (Algorithm 2, row 1). If the current retention time is approaching the maximum page retention time, a rewrite alarm is issued to inform the flash management system that the page must be rewritten to avoid loss of information due to retention errors (Algorithm 2, rows 2-4). It is worth mentioning here that, with the introduction of a variable ECC correction capability, the maximum retention time that enables sustaining the selected UBER is not constant but is a function of the selected ECC correction capability. It can be computed by substituting Equation (5) into Equation (1) and inverting the obtained equation. Since this operation involves the computation of complex binomials, a static table of maximum retention times associated with different values of p cur and pecycles (max ret time(p cur , pecycles)) is precomputed and searched every time the maximum retention time of a page must be evaluated.
If the retention time is still within an acceptable interval, the contribution of the program/erase cycles to the page reliability is evaluated (Algorithm 2, rows 5-30). The number of errors detected by the ECC during the selected window of operations (errc) is used to obtain an empirical measure (meas rber) of the page RBER (Algorithm 2, row 5). meas rber is computed as the number of detected errors divided by the page size and averaged over the window size. Since this measurement also includes the contribution of retention errors, the theoretical value of this contribution (RBER rd from Equation (5)) is removed. This is motivated by the fact that the error rate contribution due to retention errors is transitory (i.e., it vanishes once the page is rewritten). Therefore, any control action (besides the page refresh upon retention check) must not depend on such component. Following model rber, the theoretical contribution of program/erase cycles to the page RBER (RBER wr from Equation (5)) is computed (Algorithm 2, row 6). The two measures are then combined to obtain an average RBER estimation (avg rber) for the page (Algorithm 2, row 7). The MIX parameter is an internal parameter between 0 and 1, used to tune the contribution of meas rber and model rber to the final RBER estimation.
According to the JEDEC standard JESD47G.01 [JEDEC 2010 ], a NAND flash must retain data for a maximum retention time (REQ RET TIME) of 1 year when cycled at maximum endurance. If the correction capability is chosen according to avg rber, which is related to a device with no retention, the minimum retention requirement could not be met. The correction capability must be instead chosen using the RBER value after 1 year of retention. An estimation of this value, proj rber, is obtained by projecting avg rber at 1 year retention. This is done (Algorithm 2, row 8) by adding to avg rber the RBER contribution due to the minimum required retention (RBER rd ). Given proj rber, Equation (1) can be reversed to obtain the minimum correction capability p required to sustain the target UBER. Again, since this operation involves the calculation of large sums and binomials, a static table (corr table) in which each row is associated to a correction capability p and a given range of RBER ([min rber, max rber]) is computed and searched when required (Algorithm 2, row 8).
Given the page profile and the computed correction capabilities, five conditions may arise:
(1) proj rber imposes a correction capability p higher than the current correction p cur (Algorithm 2, rows 14-15). In this situation, called fast zone (FS), p next is updated to the computed p to immediately follow the change in the requested correction capability. (2) proj rber imposes a correction capability p lower than the current correction p cur (Algorithm 2, rows 17-21). In this situation, called overcorrection zone(OC), the current correction capability is overestimated. However, it is risky to immediately lower the correction capability of the page since there might be fluctuations of avgrber when considering different windows. A counter (overc) is used to record the number of times this situation arises. If this number becomes greater than a predefined threshold (MAXOVER), we assume that the correction capability can be safely lowered by one unit (Algorithm 2, rows 18-20). (3) proj rber imposes a correction capability p equal to the current correction p cur , but its value falls in a neighborhood of maxrber defined by a SAFERANGE constant (Algorithm 2 rows 22-23). In this situation, called critical zone (CR), the RBER of the page is approximating the limit manageable by p cur . A counter (criticalc) counts the number of occurrences of this situation. If this number becomes higher than a predefined threshold (MAXCRITICAL), we increase the correction capability by one unit. In this way, we try to anticipate the need for higher correction capability in pages that are approaching the correction limit of the current code (Algorithm 2, rows 24-27). (4) The number of detected failures in the window is higher than a given threshold MAXFAIL (Algorithm 2, rows 10-13). This situation, called failure zone (FA), is the most critical condition, since the selected code has been repeatedly unable to handle the amount of errors detected in the page. The correction capability is therefore immediately incremented in order to deal with the new situation. The increment is performed even if the computed p is not actually higher than p cur (Algorithm 2, row 12). It is worth noting that this zone is considered for safety reasons only. If the proper retention margins are considered, the probability of entering this zone must be negligible. In fact, a page refresh should be issued before reaching a critical retention condition of the page. (5) If none of the previous conditions is true (Algorithm 2, row 29), the page is in the safe zone(SZ). The current correction capability is proper and no action must be taken.
The different thresholds introduced in FLARES provide several degrees of freedom to precisely tune the ECC adaptation to the characteristic of the flash and to the memory access profile of the target application. FLARES must be scheduled every time a page is accessed, but it must be also scheduled periodically in order to monitor those pages that are rarely accessed but whose retention time might become critical for the stored information. It is worth mentioning here that the use of a variable ECC correction capability for each page makes the information stored in the PPROF critical for the correct behavior of the NAND flash. In particular, the correction capability p cur used to encode the page is critical in order to properly retrieve the stored information. The PPROF must therefore be stored in a reliable way but without impacting the flash endurance and the flash performance. A solution to this problem in a selected implementation framework will be discussed in the next section of this article.
IMPLEMENTATION
There are several options to implement FLARES in a real environment. Given its low computational demand, it can be implemented in the flash translation layer (FTL), that is, into the firmware of the NAND flash memory controller, or as part of the flash file system [Di Carlo et al. 2011] . In this article, FLARES has been integrated within YAFFS 2 (Yet Another Flash File System version 2) [yaffs.net 2007] , one of the most famous open-source flash memory file systems. This choice is motivated by the availability of the file system source code that can be analyzed and modified in order to implement the FLARES algorithms. Moreover, implementing FLARES at the file system level makes it independent from the specific flash memory subsystem. Figure 2 reports the software and hardware stack in which FLARES has been implemented. The whole environment runs under the Linux operating system. User applications are decoupled from YAFFS 2 by means of the Linux Virtual File System (VFS) layer. Therefore, they do not require any modification to work with FLARES.
Environment
FLARES is implemented as an additional YAFFS 2 module, as will be better explained later in this section. It therefore communicates with the Linux Memory Technology Device (MTD) that acts as a device driver interfacing the file system with the NAND flash controller. In a real environment, the NAND flash controller manages the flash operations and performs ECC encoding and decoding exploiting fast ECC hardware structures such as the ones presented in Zambelli et al. [2012] , Di Carlo Fabiano et al. [2013] , Atieno et al. [2006] , and Chen et al. [2009] . To perform controlled experiments in which errors can be easily emulated and realistic performance precisely measured, the full hardware layer reported in Figure 2 has been emulated at the MTD level.
The MTD has been instrumented to emulate the presence of a NAND flash memory by storing flash pages in RAM. Following , we emulated a real 2-bitper-cell four-level MLC NAND memory featuring a 3x nm manufacturing process. The memory includes 4,096 blocks of 128 pages. The page size is 4KB plus 224B of spare area. Table 1a reports the flash performance for read and write operations emulated by the MTD as well as information about power consumption and endurance (i.e., maximum number of PE cycles) that will be used in the experiments to evaluate the benefit of FLARES. Fast RAM read/write access, compared to the flash access time, allows us to emulate the NAND flash behavior in software, without introducing any timing overhead.
From the electrical simulations and physical experiments performed in , we have been able to extrapolate physical flash parameters that have been used to characterize the NAND flash reliability and, therefore, to properly tune and configure FLARES for a target experimental setup. Figure 3 flash RBER as a function of the P E cycles for different retention times ranging from 0 hours to 1 year. Computed data refer to 25
• C equivalent temperature conditions. The ECC correction capability required to sustain an UBER of 10 −11 is instead reported in Figure 3 (b). Experimental measurements report that for large program/erase cycles and retention values, the RBER becomes very high. This makes error correction infeasible due to unacceptable ECC complexity and latency (the ECC correction capability would exceed 100 bits). For this reason, following other publications analyzing the endurance of MLC memories [Yaakobi et al. 2010; Grochowski and Fontana 2012] , we considered a maximum endurance of 10,000 P E cycles per page.
The MTD has also been instrumented to emulate the ECC encoding/decoding activity performed by the NAND flash controller. When emulating the ECC activity, the main problem to address is introducing a mechanism to inject errors into the flash pages and precisely emulating the ECC encoding/decoding latency introduced by the NAND flash controller. FLARES is independent from the selected ECC. In this article, we considered the BCH ECC architecture proposed by Zambelli et al. [2012] . This architecture has two main advantages. First, it implements a very fast parallel hardware core for BCH ECC encoding and decoding with programmable correction capability. It is designed for state-of-the-art MLC memories, thus providing a realistic case study. Second, a VHDL model of the full encoding/decoding system is available. This enables precise RTL simulations to obtain a precise characterization of the ECC activity in terms of timing and power consumption.
When instrumenting the MTD to emulate the ECC activity, it is worth remembering that the BCH encoding time is fixed and depends on the parallelism of the encoder (8-bit in our architecture) and on the ECC codeword size (a full page of the flash in our architecture). Similarly, the ECC decoding time depends on the parallelism of the decoder (8-bit in our architecture), on the codeword size, on the selected ECC correction capability, on the actual number of errors in the codeword, and on the error location within the codeword (errors in the last bits of the codeword require more clock cycles to be corrected). In order to emulate the impact of the ECC on the system's performance, it is therefore enough to emulate the ECC latency according to the aforementioned parameters. The ECC power consumption is also affected by the same parameters. In our architecture, the worst-case ECC decoding time ranges between 83.9us for a correction capability equal to one and 194us for a correction capability equal to 50, which is the maximum correction capability required in our experimental setup.
We performed an extensive set of VHDL simulations on the architecture proposed by Zambelli et al. [2012] to characterize the ECC latency and power consumption for the encoding and decoding operation injecting a variable number of errors on a large set of locations of a flash page. Latency results have been tabulated and instrumented in the MTD. Every time a memory page is accessed, depending on the target ECC correction capability and on the errors in the page, the ECC encoding/decoding latency is emulated. Errors can be injected in a page through an injection function implemented in the MTD. This function receives as a parameter the minimum and the maximum number of errors that must be injected in a target page. It randomly generates the number of errors in this range and its location in the page is randomly taken from the list of error locations simulated in the VHDL model. This information is recorded in a data structure instrumented in the MTD that is used every time the memory page is accessed to emulate the ECC activity.
Finally, without losing generality, some of the constants required to tune FLARES have been fixed and reported in Table Ib .
FLARES Implementation Details
FLARES requires writing and reading information contained in the page runtime profile associated with each page of the flash. This is similar to what already happens with tags in YAFFS 2 that store page information required to build the file system. Hence, as reported in Figure 2 , FLARES has been implemented as an additional module within YAFFS 2 at the tags' marshalling level (contained in the yaffs tagsmarshall.c YAFFS source file).
One of the most critical activities performed by FLARES is maintaining updated PPROF information for each page of the flash. Following the policy implemented by YAFFS 2 to manage its tags, each PPROF must be stored in flash to store the information across system reboots, but it must also be cached in RAM to enable fast access and to minimize page programming that may impact the flash endurance. The coherence of the two copies must always be guaranteed.
When considering the PPROF of a page, two sets of information items with different impact on FLARES and different storage requirements can be identified. p cur , pecycles, and writestamp are high-critical information items. They are essential to decode the page and to keep track of the page wearout. These items change their value when a page is programmed and remain constant when the page is read. We therefore store this portion of the PPROF in flash every time a page is programmed resorting to the page spare area (together with the ECC parity bits and other YAFFS 2 tags as reported in Figure 4 ). This write policy provides high robustness. The PPROF stored in flash is always updated and consistent with the cached copy in RAM with no penalties on the flash endurance (no additional page programming operations required). Nevertheless, it is important to avoid the corruption of this portion of the PPROF due to errors that may arise in the flash. The sequence of bits composing the three variables is protected by a dedicated ECC (a BCH code in our implementation) whose correction capability is fixed and designed for worst-case conditions. The parity bits of this ECC (PPROF parity in Figure 4 ) are stored together with the PPROF in the flash spare area. The introduction of this extra ECC (PPROF ECC) has low impact on the system's performance. Even if designed for worst-case conditions, it is applied on a small block of data. It generates a small number of parity bits and it introduces a negligible encoding time. Moreover, the ECC decoding phase, which is the ECC's most complex operation, is performed only once when the PPROF is cached, again introducing a minor impact on the overall system's performance.
The remaining part of the PPROF containing p next , errc, and failc is instead continuously updated at runtime. It is therefore impossible to guarantee the continuous consistency between cached information and flash content. This portion of the PPROF is therefore cached and updated in RAM during normal operations and flushed only when the file system is unmounted, resorting to a few dedicated reserved pages (Figure 4 gray pages) . This is in line with the YAFFS 2 architecture that exploits reserved flash pages for storing file-system-related information. To guarantee the integrity of the file system, all reserved pages are not controlled by FLARES and always protected with worst-case ECC. Again, since these pages are rarely accessed, the use of the worst-case ECC has a reduced impact on the overall system's performance. Given the inconsistency between cached information and flash information for this portion of the PPROF, problems may arise if the cache is not properly flushed when the file system is unmounted (e.g., due to a power loss). Nevertheless, this information is not critical for the proper behavior of the file system. Even if lost, data in the flash can still be properly accessed and the lost PPROF information can be recomputed by FLARES at runtime after the analysis of a few windows of operations.
The PPROF cache policy is important to guarantee high system performance. Loading all PPROFs in RAM when the file system is mounted is time-consuming and therefore not feasible. While the content of the reserved pages can be cached when the file system is mounted (only a few pages are used), the remaining portion of the PPROFs that is spread in the spare area of each page is cached on on-demand. When a page is accessed for the first time after mounting the file system, two situations may arise: -Read operation. Both the page content and the spare area where the PPROF is stored are read from the flash. The PPROF can therefore be cached without introducing additional operations. -Program operation. An additional read operation is performed before the write operation to access the page spare area and to read the page PPROF. pecycles is then used to properly update p next and therefore to decide the correction capability to apply.
It is worth highlighting here that, with the increase of the flash size, the cost of caching the PPROF of all pages may increase. Following traditional caching algorithms, one solution to this problem is to use a small cache and maintain only a subset of the PPROF using a typical cache replacement algorithm (e.g., LRU, pseudorandom, etc.). This is a very simple solution that, however, introduces overhead in terms of performance and wearout. Another possibility is instead to let a group of pages share the PPROF data so as to reduce the cache size. This solution makes the PPROF caching easier; nevertheless, it reduces the fine-tuning capabilities of FLARES since within a group the worst-case correction capability must always be considered. Together with the cache policy, the way FLARES is scheduled is another important aspect to optimize both flash performance and reliability. FLARES is scheduled every time a flash page is either read or programmed. However, this is not enough to guarantee the flash integrity. Pages encoded with low correction capability that are rarely accessed may become critical due to retention errors. In order to properly issue the page rewrite alarms available in FLARES, rarely accessed pages can be checked in the background during the system's idle time, thus constantly monitoring the full flash content.
In the remainder of this section, we try to quantify the flash memory overhead introduced by FLARES to store the PPROFs. As previously mentioned, we consider a target UBER of 10 −11 . Starting from the RBER reported in Figure 3 (a), according to Equation (1) and to the model proposed in Section 2 fitted on the experimental data, we require an ECC with correction capability (i.e., p cur and p next ) ranging from three to 50 errors. Both p cur and p next can therefore be represented on 6 bits. In our implementation, the ECC parity bits are computed on a full flash page (i.e., 4KB). According to the BCH theory (see Micheloni et al. [2008] ), a Galois field GF(2 13 ) can be used to build the BCH code. The number of parity bits to store ranges from 3 · 13 = 39bit ∼ = 5B when the minimum correction capability is selected to 50 · 13 = 650bit ∼ = 81B when the worst-case correction capability is selected. In the considered technology, pecycles ranges from 0 to 10,000. It can therefore be represented on 14 bits. The writestamp is instead represented as a default Linux 32 bits unsigned integer timestamp. The maximum errc value is given by the product of the maximum number of errors that can be detected at each read operation (i.e., p max +1, in case of failure) and WSIZE. In our implementation, considering WSIZE = 100, this leads to a maximum value of 5,100 that can be represented on 13 bits to be stored. Finally, failc is limited by the MAXFAIL value (3, in this implementation). Two bits are enough for its representation. Table II summarizes the memory occupation of the PPROF fields for our specific implementation.
According to data reported in Table II , the ECC required to protect the critical portion of the PPROF stored in the page spare area works on a block of k = 52 bits. According to the BCH theory (see Micheloni et al. [2008] ), and considering RBER information reported in Figure 3(a) , a Galois field GF(2 7 ) can be used to build the ECC code and a correction capability p PPROF = 5 is required to achieve a UBER of 10 −11 in the worstcase scenario. This introduces 35 parity bits that must be stored in the spare area.
According to the previous discussion, in the worst case, each page must store in the spare area 81B for ECC parity; ∼7B to store p cur , pecycles, and writestamp; ∼4B to store the PPROF parity; plus 36B to store YAFFS tags for a total of ∼128B. This leaves enough space in the spare area (224B) to implement system-level management policies such as wear leveling and bad block management.
Finally, each page must store two counters (failc and errc, of 13 and 2 bits, respectively) plus 6 bits for p next in the extra reserved pages. With the considered flash technology, each reserved page is able to store 1,560 partial PPROFs, leading to a total of 337 pages dedicated to FLARES. This represents 0.06% of the flash storage capacity, which can be acceptable when considering the gain in terms of performance and power consumption provided by FLARES.
To properly estimate RBER wr and RBER rd (Algorithm 2, rows 5-8), floating-point calculations of complex functions must be performed. However, working at the Linux kernel level, floating point calculations are not permitted. Fixed-point calculations have therefore been exploited. Splines (piecewise cubic polynomials) have been off-line interpolated on the data presented in Section 4.1. These splines are then evaluated at runtime to approximate complex functions. Using long numeric representations and the proper number of spline pieces (or knots), it is possible to guarantee a representation error significantly lower than the RBER measurements' resolution. Similarly, fixed tables have been used to avoid complex computations in the choice of the correction capability according to the RBER and the retention time. In the current implementation of FLARES, all fixed tables have been hardcoded in the FLARES source code. Nevertheless, this is not the optimal solution. Since these tables are technology dependent, in a real environment they should be moved within the flash driver, thus enabling the management of different devices with appropriate parameters.
Extensive experimental campaigns have been performed to quantify benefits provided by FLARES. Such results are discussed in the next section.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports the results of two sets of experiments performed on FLARES. The first set of experiments aims at validating the proposed approach demonstrating the capability of FLARES to correctly adapt the ECC correction capability to the error rate of the flash. The second set of experiments shows the impact of FLARES on the NAND flash wearout and on the system performance. This enables one to quantify the tradeoff capability between performance and wearout.
The FLARES RBER prediction model described in Section 2 has been fitted to the measured RBER data for the target flash technology reported in Figure 3(a) . The parameters A, B, and C of Equation (2) have been estimated using the MATLAB R Curve Fitting tool against data related to 0 hours retention, while parameters from Equation (5) have been fitted using the MATLAB R Surface Fitting tool. Table III reports fitted and calculated data and some related fitting output. The correlation coefficients from the two fittings (i.e., R 
Validation Results
The ability of FLARES to select the ECC error correction capability for a flash page has been validated by simulating memory operations on a single page of the flash memory, thus emulating the wearout of the page and the occurrence of errors. Performing this simulation campaign running the full FLARES implementation would require a considerable amount of simulation time due to the need for emulating the wearout of the flash across a large amount of operations. Nevertheless, it is worth considering that FLARES performances are not important in this validation campaign. Therefore, the software and the emulated hardware stack reported in Figure 2 are not required to be fully implemented and the validation effort can concentrate on the behavior of the FLARES algorithms (Algorithms 1 and 2). For this reason, the two algorithms have been implemented in MATLAB R and the error occurrence has been emulated by providing proper values to the deterr and fail parameters of Algorithm 1 as better explained later in this section. Using this simplified MATLAB R model, we have been able to perform simulations that emulate the behavior of FLARES on a single page of the flash with different execution parameters. Results are summarized in Figures 5(a)-5(d) .
Even with a simplified MATLAB R implementation, simulating the full life of the page would be too time-consuming. We therefore sampled five representative operating points corresponding to different wearout conditions of the page (i.e., P E equal to 10, 10 2 , 10 4 , and 10 5 ). Each operating point, corresponding to one of the vertical sections of Figs. 5a , 5b, 5c, and 5d, sets a fixed 1-year-retention RBER (reported in the figure) and therefore a different target ECC correction capability is reported using a dotted line in the figures.
For each operation point, we analyzed a sequence of 1,000 random flash operations for a total of 5,000 operations. During each operation, errors have been introduced in the page in order to emulate the target RBER of the selected operation point. Furthermore, to model a certain level of variability in the injected error rate, the target RBER has been corrected with a value obtained sampling a Gaussian distribution centered in the target RBER with a standard deviation of 5 · 10 −7 . This value has been chosen to be large enough to introduce variations in the number of errors but small enough to guarantee that the order of magnitude of the target RBER remains the same. We repeated the analysis considering two different window sizes and three values of the MIX parameter to highlight the effect of these parameters on FLARES.
Let us consider Figure 5 (a). It shows the ECC correction capability predicted by FLARES with MIX equal to 0.5. Looking at the figure, one can notice that, when the size of the window is small, the adaptation is very sensible to changes in the estimated RBER, with the drawback that the correction capability is in general slightly overestimated especially at the beginning of the flash lifetime. This problem can be mitigated by enlarging the window size. When considering windows of 100 operations, the prediction becomes more accurate, even if a certain delay in the adaptation can be observed. In general, the window size parameter allows the designer to trade off between fast response and precision of the adaptation. It is also worth noting that FLARES is able to adapt even to sharp changes of the flash RBER, like the one applied when moving from one operation point to the next one.
The contribution of the MIX parameter that sets whether the flash RBER estimation has to rely more on the measured RBER or on the modeled RBER can be appreciated looking at Figures 5(b) and 5(c).When MIX is set to zero ( Figure 5(b) ), FLARES is able to properly predict the error correction capability of the flash. However, it loses the ability to react to changes in the error rate due to environmental conditions that have not been considered in the original model. Differently, when MIX is set to one, only the measured RBER is considered ( Figure 5(c) ); FLARES becomes too sensible to local changes in the measured RBER, leading to cases in which the correction capability is slightly underestimated. This clearly demonstrates the importance of combining the modeled RBER with the measured RBER as performed in FLARES.
Overall, considering our specific experimental setup, MIX = 0.5 is the best option to obtain good adaptation and precise results. Nevertheless, the different parameters represent a valuable instrument to let designers carefully tune FLARES to the specific technological and operative conditions of the target system. Looking at Figure 5(a) , the reader may note that, even when WSIZE = 10 is selected, the target ECC correction capability can be underestimated for a certain time when moving from one operating point to the next one. While at a first analysis this may represent a degradation of the target UBER of the system, one has to consider that, in our simulation, we consider a sharp change of one order of magnitude of the target RBER when moving from one operating point to the next one. This represents a very critical condition for FLARES that, however, is very unlikely to happen in a real environment in which the RBER in general increases according to a continuous function. To better investigate this situation, we performed an additional simulation in which we considered 1,000 operating points starting from PE equal to 10 3 and increasing PE to 10 4 when moving from one operation point to the next one. With this more realistic condition, considering both WSIZE = 10 and WSIZE = 100, FLARES never underestimated the target correcting capability, thus enabling meeting that target UBER of the application.
Finally, we performed a simulation in which the retention of the memory is stressed. This result (Figure 5(d) ) shows that FLARES is capable of adapting the correction capability also with very large retention times.
Wearout and Performance Results
The impact of FLARES on the NAND flash wearout and performance has been evaluated by estimating the impact it has on a set of workloads designed to perform intensive I/O operations. FLARES has been deployed within a virtual machine running the Linux operating system and the YAFFS 2 filesystem. The use of a virtual machine is required to execute the benchmarks in a controlled environment where only those processes required for the correct execution of the experiments are enabled.
Several It provides a large variety of benchmarks whose behavior can be specified using the Workload Model Language (WML). They either perform simple file I/O operations or emulate complex I/O activities. We selected three Filebench workloads representative of three typical behaviors for the flash activity: (1) a read-intensive videoserver application that reads a set of video files from the flash; (2) a balanced read/write webserver emulating a web server application that opens, reads, and closes files while writing a log file; and (3) a writeintensive varmail application emulating a mail server performing create-append-sync, read-append-sync, and read and delete operations on emails.
5.2.1. wear-out. FLARES introduces a mechanism to issue a page refresh command for those pages that are reaching their maximum retention time (see Algorithm 2, rows 2-4). While this approach enables reducing the impact of retention errors on the flash, it may introduce additional programming operations that have an impact on the endurance of the flash. According to , there are two options to refresh a flash page: (1) remap (copy/move) the page to a different location or (2) reprogram it in its original location by recharging the floating gates.
The first solution is the one traditionally used in commercial controllers to implement wear-leveling algorithms. Unlike DRAM cells, which can be refreshed in place, flash cells generally must first be erased before they can be programmed. To avoid the slow erase operation, current wear-leveling algorithms remap the data to another physical location rather than erasing the data and then programming in place. Remapping the page to be refreshed is therefore a simple solution already available in commercial NAND flash controllers. Nevertheless, the copy operation introduces an additional write operation whose impact on the flash wearout must be carefully quantified.
The second solution starts from the assumption that cells with retention problems can be reprogrammed to the value they had before the floating gate lost charge by recharging additional electrons onto the floating gate through the ISPP algorithm. Only those cells that lost their charge are actually affected by the ISPP algorithm, thus making the impact of this operation on the flash wearout negligible. One of the main drawbacks of this approach is that, when a flash cell is reprogrammed, additional electrons may be injected into the floating gates of its neighbor cells due to coupling capacitance, thus injecting additional program errors that may increase the overall RBER of the flash. Nevertheless, according to Cai et al. [2013b] , only a large number of accumulated in-place recharging will actually cause problems, and at that time remap needs to be triggered. This makes the reprogram technique a very valuable solution whenever it is available in the target NAND flash controller.
Both refresh approaches can work with FLARES. If page reprogramming is selected, negligible wearout effects are introduced by FLARES. However, the contribution of the additional program errors introduced by the refresh operation must be carefully analyzed at the technological level in order to properly design the ECC required to sustain the target UBER. In the remainder of this section, we will try to quantify the effect of FLARES on the memory endurance if the page remap option is selected.
As a measure of the memory wearout, we use the Write Amplification of an application [Hu et al. 2009] . It is defined as the total number of page write operations performed on the flash (i.e., all write operations including the additional write operations generated by FLARES) divided by the number of write operations issued by the application (i.e., the write operations that would be generated without using FLARES). To evaluate the Write Amplification introduced by FLARES, the three selected benchmarks have been first executed in the target virtual environment for a period of 2 days tracking the number read/write/erase operations issued by the application on the flash. It is worth noting here that simulating the benchmarks for a period long enough to generate page refresh commands and to wear out the memory would be impossible in a limited time frame. To reduce the simulation time, first we performed the experiments emulating in the Linux MTD a set of small flash memories ranging from 32MB to 256MB. Small flash memories are easier to wear out, and information tracked by this execution can be used to extrapolate the behavior of the application on the target 2GB memory. The list of operations tracked during the execution of the benchmarks was then used as input for the MATLAB model of FLARES under the assumption of continuous repetitive (steady-state) application behavior (i.e., the application continuously performs its operation into an infinite loop) and in the worst case where all pages remain always valid. This enabled us to project the simulation results over the full flash lifetime. Figures 6(a) , 6(b), and 6(c) show the resulting values of Write Amplification for the three applications.
If we consider 1-year retention time, for write-intensive or balanced applications (Figures 6(b) and 6(c)), flash pages have a high probability to be rewritten by the application; they therefore in general do not reach the 1-year maximum retention time that would trigger the FLARES page refresh. FLARES therefore does not introduce any Write Amplification.
1 Instead, when considering read-intensive applications (Figure 6(a) ), the average page retention time is slightly larger than the 1-year limit, thus triggering some refresh operation. Our experimental data highlighted a low Write Amplification of 2. At the beginning of the memory life, this phenomenon does not happen since the retention contribution on RBER is lower and, related to Equation (1) characteristics, low correction capability can successfully correct larger RBER ranges.
By analyzing more in detail the obtained results, one can notice that, considering the webserver and varmail applications, the maximum retention time of 1 year is definitely overdesigned. demonstrated that designers can use the maximum retention time coupled with page refresh as an additional design space to trade off among ECC complexity, flash performance, and flash endurance. Following what was proposed in , we evaluated the Write Amplification introduced by the page refresh mechanism of FLARES for different retention times lower than 1 year. Results are reported as well in Figures 6(a) , 6(b), and 6(c). For often-writing applications (webserver and varmail, in our case), the retention limit can be lowered down to 1 month by only introducing a very limited Write Amplification overhead. Similarly, for seldom-writing applications (videoserver application in our case), an acceptable Write Amplification value can be obtained by lowering the maximum retention time down to 3 months. These results are important when compared to the gain of performance one can obtain from this reduced retention constraint.
Performances.
To conclude the FLARES analysis, we evaluated the impact FLARES has on the NAND flash throughput and power consumption. Figure 7 reports the throughput of the three considered benchmarks in terms of number of flash operations performed per unit of time (read or program operations). Results are provided for different target retention times and are compared to the performance obtained executing the application without FLARES, using a fixed ECC with correction capability p = 50. Every simulation point reported in Figure 7 corresponds to data obtained by executing and profiling the benchmark for a period of 6 hours considering different wearout points. The simulation has been performed resorting to the FLARES architecture implemented in Section 4. During the execution of each benchmark, similarly to what has been done for the validation experiments, errors have been randomly injected in the accessed pages in order to emulate the target RBER for the selected operation point. The injection has been performed resorting to the injection function instrumented in the Linux MTD. Moreover, to take into account the loss of performance due to the FLARES page refresh operations, refresh commands have been randomly generated according to the statistics collected during the wearout analysis phase reported in the previous section. In order to automate this massive campaign of experiments, we resorted to EF 3 S, a framework to evaluate performance of flash-based storage systems [?] . EF 3 S allows one to efficiently describe the set of experiments in order to perform and to automate their execution, providing a set of traces of the performed flash operations with related timing that can be used to evaluate the memory performance. Exploiting the execution traces collected during the estimation of the throughput of the benchmarks, we also estimated the impact of FLARES on the power consumption of the flash subsystem as reported in Figure 8 . The estimated power consumption includes both the contribution of the NAND flash array and the one of the ECC subsystems estimated after synthesizing its VHDL model in an STM-45nm technology library [cmp.imag.fr 2013] .
From Figures 7 and 8 , we can elicit the benefits of FLARES on the throughput and power consumption of all benchmarks when compared to the use of a fixed-correctioncapability ECC. When considering the standard 1-year maximum retention, advantages are especially achieved in the early stage of the flash lifetime when the flash memory manifests a reduced RBER. As expected, the maximum benefit is observed for the videoserver application (Figure 7(a) ) that performs read-intensive activities on the flash. ECC decoding is the most computationally demanding activity compared to ECC encoding. Reducing the correction capability of the code reduces the ECC decoding time with a significant positive impact on the throughput (which improves to about 50%) and power (which improves to about 10%) of read-intensive applications. Nevertheless, even in the case of write-intensive applications such as the varmail benchmark, the throughput at the beginning of the flash lifetime is about 5% higher when using FLARES compared to the fixed ECC.
Considering the possibility of reducing the maximum retention time limit, the advantages for all the applications further grow along the whole memory life and especially at the end of the life. Improvements, both in terms of throughput and power consumption, at the end of life are comparable to those at the beginning of life. Given the high performance gain, which comes at very low cost in terms of wearout, lowering the retention time limit, used together with FLARES, represents an outstanding memory performance boost technique.
Finally, the ability to tune the ECC correction capability at runtime also has the potential of improving the reliability of the NAND flash in case of unforeseen stress conditions that may raise the flash RBER of a page to unexpected high error rates. In a fixed ECC design, the ECC correction capability is designed to meet the target UBER of the application. Overdesigning the ECC is always avoided since it would kill the performance of the target application. When introducing FLARES, if the spare area contains enough space to store additional ECC parity bits, the designer becomes free to slightly overdesign the ECC correction capability to account for the possibility of pages that experience a very high error rate. This would enable additional reliability that is, however, only selected when really required without penalizing the performance on pages that behave as expected. The only overhead of this approach stems from the additional complexity of the ECC hardware, but this is acceptable given the strong scaling of current technology nodes.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented FLARES, a heuristic able to estimate at runtime the best ECC correction capability to apply to each page of a flash-based storage system. FLARES has been fully implemented within the YAFFS 2 file system under the Linux operating system. It is therefore ready to be applied in real applicative scenarios. When put to work for real-life workloads, experimental results showed strong improvement in the overall application throughput, thus confirming the added value of using FLARES adaptation techniques. Moreover, simulation results also highlighted that FLARES predictions are in general accurate, thus enabling one to fit the reliability requirements imposed by real applications.
The capability of FLARES, coupled with an underlying adaptable ECC subsystem, holds promise for improving the performance of the flash by carefully tuning the reliability level to the actual wearout conditions of the flash.
